AT CENTRAL CATERING UNIT (CCU)
By J.O.Odumbe
Director CODL

Objectives set for this Workshop are to enable
you to:
} Develop the outlines and the objectives of
your module(N),
} Develop Lecture outlines and objectives of
your module(N),
} Organize lecture notes under the new lecture
outline(N&O),
} Provide conversational language (N&O),
} Create interactivity in your module(N&O),
} Identify gaps in your Module (O),
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Develop outstanding Lectures to complete the
Module (O),
Finalize the Module for review(O),
Develop summaries for all the lectures(N&O),
Review the Module assigned to you(R),
Revise your Module after review(O),
Share output for feedback(N&O),
Provide for Healthcare(ALL) and
Provide way forward for completing the
Remaining Tasks (ALL).
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The Requirements for the workshop were included in
the memos of invitation
The old writers have competence in writing selfinstructional materials through the orientation given
in earlier Orientations and Workshops .
We shall have inputs where necessary to remind you
of the practice in developing self-instructional
materials
The venue is connected to the internet for some
quick search for some examples where and when
necessary
We have facilitators to consult on pedagogical and
other writing issues
Our personal commitment to the tasks before us

We should be responsive to:
} Global objectives and content coverage and
applications that take note of global demands
on development agenda.
} Regional objectives and content coverage
and applications that meet regional
requirements.
} National objectives and content coverage
and applications.
} Discipline and professional demands.
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Learners’ needs and expectations from the
programmes you are working.
The real world of work expectations and
demands.
All our stakeholders expectations and
feedback they have shared and expressed in
the media.
Psychological theories of Learning and
Theories of communication

Reminder of the core values of the Centre and
workshop norms that have bearing on our work
here are:
} Freedom of thought and expression.
} Innovativeness and creativity.
} Team spirit and teamwork.
} Professionalism and integrity.
} Quality service.
} Partnership for adding value.
} Developing a Cohesion in society.
} Time consciousness and time frame set for
course.
} Personal commitment and responsibility.

